ERDÖDY-CHORON CASTLE
JÁNOSHÁZA, HUNGARY
The land became known as Jánosháza, “the lands of Janos.”

INTRODUCTION
One of the most important things in life is showing up
Unknown -- the movie Hardball

For many years I provided pro bono services to the
World Monuments Fund. Through planning, development
and funding, the not-for-proﬁt World Monuments Fund
furthers conservation and preservation of architecture and art
throughout the world. I had served on their Venice Committee
in the 1980s. In the early 1980s, I provided pro bono services
on the adaptation of two Venetian palazzi from offices to a
museum and residences for Venetians. In the late 1980s, I had
assisted them and Comte Hubert de Commarque in the creation
of public access to the twelfth century Château de Commarque
in the Périgord region of France. And, in the mid-1990s, I gave
them input on the conservation of traditional vernacular houses
in Siem Reap, Cambodia, the town adjacent to the Ankor Wat
temple sites, where the World Monuments Fund was performing
archeological work.
In early December of 1992, I received a phone call
from Bonnie Burnham, the President of the World Monuments
Fund. She wanted me to meet with her, Marilyn Perry, President
of the Kress Foundation and John Stubbs, Vice President of
Le Château de Commarque
the World Monuments Fund to discuss a new project. Bonnie,
Marilyn, John and I had become great friends over the years through our adventures in the intrigues and
complexities of advancing international conservation and preservation, often in conjunction with enigmatic
foreign government officials.
Our meeting would set
in motion a series of events
which would eventually bring
me to Central Europe on
a monthly basis, cause me
to study Hungarian, make
almost every cor ner of
Hungary and the surrounding
countries known to me and
lead me to taking on another
12th century vernacular house
Present vernacular house
Ankor Wat carving
Siem Reap, Cambodia
personal house.
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The meeting was
held at the handsome
boardroom in the
renovated townhouse on
the upper eastside of
Manhattan which the
World Monuments Fund
shared with the Kress
Foundation. The subject of
the meeting was Eszterháza,
Hungary’s grandest palace,
a beautifully proportioned
18th century Baroque
palace just across the border
from Austria, 50 kilometers
southwest of Vienna. The
World Monuments Fund
had been asked by the
European Mozart Academy
to look into the feasibility
of adapting Eszterháza into
a music academy, museum,
hotel and learning facility.
Eszterháza Palace -- Garden and south façade
Two weeks later,
disregarding my complex plans for the Christmas season and ﬁghting one of the worst colds I have ever had,
I ﬂew to Budapest to inspect Eszterháza.
Often called the Versailles of Central Europe, Eszterháza was built in the 1760s by Prince Miklós
Esterházy, whose family had risen from relatively modest land holders to one of the wealthiest aristocratic
families in Hungary. The palace consists of an eleven-bay facade ﬂanked on the park side by two ﬁve-bay wings.
On the court side,
horseshoe-shaped
wings curve
in to create an
enor mous, fully
enclosed entrance
court. The interior
contains Rococo
style elaborately
decorated suites
including a joined
double height GalaHall and Music
Room. Beyond the
flanking wings, a
projecting Winter
Garden wing
Eszterháza Palace -- Music Room
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originally contained exotic botanical and aviary specimens and a projecting Picture Gallery originally contained
exceptional works of art. Joseph Hayden was the resident conductor and composer for 29 years. He composed
his most important works at Eszterháza
The 800 acre park, laid out in the formal French style, contained a wealth of statuary, an artiﬁcial
waterfall, a 400-seat Opera Hall, a Marionette Theater, a hermit’s cottage and magniﬁcent riding stables.
Family disuse in the 19th century and damage during and after the Second World War had somewhat
compromised the palace, but it was a clear candidate for reuse. Over the next three years, the World Monuments
Fund, the European Mozart Academy, the Hungarian National Board for the Protection of Historic Monuments
and my ﬁrm labored to advance this worthy project. This involved the preparation of reports, plans, cost
estimates and several meetings each month in Budapest (with the Hungarian government), in Vienna (with
consultants) and at Eszterháza (with local representatives and visiting dignitaries).
One Monday, after having just arrived back from two days in Budapest, I found I was needed in Vienna
on Wednesday. I went out on Tuesday night and came back Wednesday night. The next day, as I was riding
in a cab, I found myself wondering why all the shop signs in New York were in English!
Hungary, immediately after the end of the communist regime was a sorrowful but courageous place.
There were extraordinary contrasts between the splendor of the past and the deterioration and banality of
the present. This theme repeated itself throughout the country.
In Budapest there were endless streets with magniﬁcent 19th century Neo-renaissance apartment
blocks and private townhouses alongside 20th century Secessionist and Art Nouveau architecture almost all
still carrying damage from neglect, the 1956 revolution and even the Second World War. Where buildings
had been bombed away, they had been replaced by the extraordinarily ordinary buildings of the Communist
Regime.
The villages had a slightly different theme. Here, the deteriorated Baroque and Neo-renaissance style
dwellings sat side by side with the splendid, but also deteriorated, 18th century Baroque village church and
the local noble’s village manor house. The people were similar contrasted with their old world style formality
in dress and manners, their passion for music and their elegant traditions driving small polluting Russian cars
and working in huge antiquated factories. Humor, in the form of wonderfully droll stories, had helped them
cope with forty years of Russian bear sitting on their land. The following is one of my favorite stories which
was told over an elaborate lunch at Gundel’s.
A Hungarian winds up in hell and finds it to be a very uncomfortable place. Having asked if there are
any choices, he is told that he can select the country of his choice. So he looks in on the Slovak hell, but finds it filled
with very unhappy occupants. He inspects the Romanian hell and finds it to be an equally unhappy abode. But
when he looks in on the Russian hell, he finds everybody singing, dancing, smoking and drinking vodka. So he asks
the Russian occupant “why, if this is hell, is everybody so happy”? The Russian occupant replies, “the Russian hell
is, in fact, terrible, every day each occupant has to lay down on a bed of nails and be run over by a steam roller.
But,” he goes on, “we ran out of nails years ago, we are still waiting for a replacement part for the steam roller
and the operator has been on maternity leave for seven years”.

Early in my efforts with Eszterháza I met Sélysette Somorjay, with whom I would be completely
enchanted. A very special, ﬁery, brilliant young woman in her late 30s, she is an Art Historian for the Hungarian
National Board for the Protection of Historic Monuments. Fluent in English, German, French, Russian and,
of course, Hungarian her professional specialty is wall paintings — a subject on which she has given lectures
on throughout Europe. Both her father, Ottó, and mother, Ili, come from ﬁne old Hungarian families and
also have numerous languages. Her Budapest apartment is ﬁlled with her ancestors possessions representing
many lifetimes, under varying circumstances, back to the wars with the Turks.
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In 1993, with
the Eszterháza
p r o j e c t we l l
advanced, I
decided to
take on a
conservation/
restoration
project in
H u n g a r y. I
was given a list
of 12 unused
castles owned by
the Hungarian
gove r n m e n t
wh i ch m i gh t
be available
fo r l e a s e o r
purchase. I was
familiar with
Aerial view of Prónay Palace from the south
some of the
castles, others were fascinating obscure properties in remote areas of the country. Touring and discovery of
these forgotten treasure was an enormous pleasure. After several weeks, I narrowed my choice to two, Prónay
Palace in Acsaújlak and Erdödy-Choron Castle in Jánosháza.

Prónay Palace in Acsaújlak
Prónay Palace was reconstructed
in a Baroque style between 1735 and
1740 from the ruins of a medieval castle
which had been heavily damaged during
the Turkish occupation. It was built by
Gábor Prónay I, a nobleman to the designs
of Giovanni Carlone Battista, a master
builder from Italy working in Eger. With
its four turrets and hilltop location, it is a
late Renaissance interpretation of a castle.
In the 19th century neo-Baroque details
were added by Baron Pronay, further
enhancing the palace.
During the Second World War,
the Front passed through the village
several times. The palace was used by the
Russians for disabled soldiers. From the
end of the Second World War until 1989,
the palace was under the auspices of the

Baron Prónay’s coat of arms with the ostriches which migrate to the
region every year. Located on a ceramic wood stove in Prónay Palace.
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Prónay Palace, Acsaújlak, Hungary -- South façade, 1998

Hungarian army
with the area being
restricted.
In 1994, the
palace was vacant,
but substantially
intact with much
of its Baroque
detailing in place,
inside and out.
Changes and
inser tions were
minimal and
easily reversed.
The internal
layout and exterior
organization
remained,
including a bridge
over the entrance
drive leading to the

former formal gardens, a popular method of garden access in the 18th century.
Being a magniﬁcent building in a handsome, rural location only 26 miles from Budapest, returning
Prónay Palace to its former grandeur was a very logical choice. The medieval origins of Prónay Palace were an
opportunity for interesting research and the plain white walls most likely concealed wall painting to compliment
the Baroque ceilings. I started planning research, a steadfast conservation and a campaign of furnishing and
decoration.
In 1994, the property was still in the stewardship of the Hungarian Ministry of Defense. On December
27, 1994 and again on November 15, 1996, I submitted tenders. My proposal was for a 99 year lease with
an option to purchase at the appraised value at the time of the tender after I had demonstrated my sincerity
by completing speciﬁc conservation work. I would be required to meet a completion schedule.
Unfortunately, in response to
both tenders the Ministry of Defense
insisted that there be a clause that the
lease could be terminated upon a 90
day notice without cause and without
compensation for my improvements.
Obviously, the clause was unacceptable.
I turned my attentions to
Erdödy-Choron Castle in Jánosháza,
which was in the stewardship of the
Hungarian National Board for the
Protection of Historic Monuments.

“American”: depicted in plaster ceiling - Prónay Palace
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Erdödy-Choron Castle in Jánosháza
Asia was the cradle of the Magyar (Hungarian)
Ferenc Jankovich (1907-1971)

THE RENAISSANCE
The Erdödy-Choron Castle is located
in the Transdanubia region of southwestern
Hungary near the Austrian border. It stands
on a hill at the edge of the town of Jánosháza
overlooking a small river. It is one of the few
surviving medieval castles in Eastern Europe,
due to extensive obliteration in the region by
the Turks from the 15th to the 17th centuries.
The castle is encircled by a moat and fortiﬁed
walls with angular bastions at each of the four
corners. It is two-and-one-half stories high
with ﬁve bays and a tower surmounted by an
onion shaped dome.
In 1480, King Matthias of Hungary gave
the Jánosháza estates to his chief commander Pál
Kinizsi. A legendary general of great physical
size and fearlessness for the Turks, Kinizsi often
rode into battle brandishing a sword in each hand

Erdödy-Choron Castle -- South façade, 1998

Erdödy-Choron Castle -- Plot plan

and was said to have fear for only one person — Benigna, his
wife, who was half his height. In 1479 he had lead the Hungarian
army in the battle of Kenyérmezõ in which the Turks lost 30,000
men. The ﬁrst two stories and the cellar of the eastern wing date
to the time of Kinizsi.
After Kinizsi’s death in 1495, the property was given to
János Zápolya and his sons, János (who became King of Hungary
in 1526) and György. From them it passed to Tamás Bakócz,
Bishop of Györ and later Archbishop of Ezstergom. Initially
King Matthias’s secretary, Tamás Bakócz amassed a fortune and
campaigned, in 1513, with great splendor for the papacy. He is
the only Hungarian bishop to have been proposed for Pope. At
the end of the 15th century, Bakócz gave the castle, by will, to
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ERDėDY-CHORON KASTÉLY - JÁNOSHÁZA - ELMÉLETI REKONSTRUKCIÓ ÖSSZEFOGLALÓ

Erdödy-Choron Castle -- Evolution of the elevations and ﬂoor plans.

his cousin Péter Erdödy.
In the early 16th century, Péter Erdödy was given permission by King Wladislas to encircle the castle
with walls and a moat. Erdödy further enhanced the castle by installing Renaissance window frames and a
signiﬁcant ﬁreplace in the eastern room on the ﬁrst ﬂoor.
In 1558, the castle was sold it to András Choron, another eminent commander. Choron had also
gained fame and fortune by his sword. After the defeat of the Hungarians by the Turks at the great battle
of Mohács in 1526, he joined Ferdinand, the Hapsburg King of Austria, who had sought the crown of the
country against the elected Hungarian king, János Zápolya.
András Choron passed the castle
to his son János, who was granted the title
of Baron by the Hapsburg King Rudolf.
He maintained a permanent army. His
wife was a member of the family of Ferenc
Batthány, Governer of Crotia. Jánosháza
was not János Choron’s permanent
residence, but he did occasionally reside
in it and made substantial improvements.
He added the western two bay wing using
Renaissance window frames that matched
those installed on the eastern portion by
Erdödy. He increased the height of the
tower, installed terrazzo ﬂoors and placed
Erdödy-Choron Castle -- Interior, 1997
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privies on the northern facade.
When János Choron died
in 1583, his properties passed
to his two daughters, Margit
and Anna. Margit Choron was
one of the most distinguished
women of her time. She
married Kristóf Nádasdy
whose family seat was Sárvár,
a nearby late 13th century
castle redecorated during the
Renaissance. Kristóf was the
younger brother of Tamás
Nádasdy who was the Palatine
(the highest office next to the
Erdödy-Choron Castle, 1998
King) of Hungary, In the early
17th century Margrit’s son,
Tamás, built two more corner brick bastions, erected a gate house with a drawbridge and built the present
kitchen dependency on the southwest side of the court.

SEVENTEENTH & EIGHTEENTH CENTURIES
In the mid-17th century, the Choron estates were distributed through marriage to several families.
The new owners did not maintain the castle and it deteriorated during the latter part of the 17th century.
In 1721 it was sold by János Chernel to Palatine Miklós Illésházy who, in turn, left it to his daughter Anna
Illésházy, who later became the wife of László Erdödy III.
Anna Illésházy was very fond of the castle. She chose it for her permanent residence and made changes
in accordance with the taste of the time. She erected new buildings in the court and richly decorated the rooms
of the piano nobile with
genre wall paintings. The
old wooden ceilings were
also covered with painted
ﬂowery ornaments. New
fashionable tile wood
stoves were installed in
the principal rooms. The
north wall latrine at the
end of the first floor
corridor was built at this
time. Following the death
of Anna Illésházy Erdödy
in 1765, the castle passed
to László Erdödy who
in turn left it to Count
Kajetán Erdödy in the
Erdödy-Choron Castle, 1998
19th century.
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THE NINETEENTH & TWENTIETH CENTURIES
The castle passed to his son Ferenc Erdödy VIII and, eventually, to his grandson Sándor Erdödy VI,
who restored the it in 1935.
After World War II, the Castle, under the Communist Regime, became State owned and was used as
a children’s boarding school and kindergarten until 1979. Between 1979 and 1986 the Hungarian National
Board for Protection of Historic Monuments performed research, archeological investigation and conservation
work.
On April 14, 1994, I submitted a tender for a 99
lease with an option to purchase the castle and the land
from the Hungarian government. After four and one-half
years of negotiations, on February 16, 1998 the lease was
signed. For ten years research was conducted, including a
through analysis of its earlier conﬁgurations. Mechanical
and structural drawings were prepared and the package
submitted to the Hungarian government. After much
discussion, approvals were granted. During the process, I
stabilized the uninhabited castle by sealing the openings
and repairing the copper clad onion dome.
Upon completion of the construction drawings
and speciﬁcations, I solicited bids from contractors to
perform the work. But the prices were astronomical. I
needed to spend far more time in Hungary to properly
complete the work, but the demands of my busy office
made this impossible.

Onion Dome repair, 2000

Finally, in 2008, with great reluctance, I returned
the property to the Hungarian government, fully stabilized,
extensively researched, with a complete set of restoration/
conservation drawings and speciﬁcations and all approvals
in place.

Onion Dome repair, 2000
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Erdödy-Choron Castle demonstrating its appearance after completion of the work.
Oil painting by Bela Toth
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